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PLANNING

FOR THE SAINT FRANCIS

experience

As we ready for a new phase of response to COVID-19, Saint Francis commits to providing an
educational experience that prioritizes the health and safety of our students, educators, and the
school community. Beyond this commitment, we are further called to ensure that the education
we provide, in any form, reflects the acts and teachings of Jesus Christ as envisioned by Blessed
Basil Moreau, founder of the Congregation of the Holy Cross.
“We shall always place education side by side with instruction; the mind will
not be cultivated at the expense of the heart. While we prepare useful citizens
for society, we shall likewise do our utmost to prepare citizens for heaven.”
- Bl. Basil Moreau, Circular Letter 36
We move forward in this work with great care and intentionality, ever conscious of the complex
state in which we find ourselves as a community and society. We have listened, learned, and reflected.
Fully embracing our role as a Catholic institution, we dedicate ourselves to creating leaders of
impact rooted in faith and service who recognize their role in dismantling injustice.
To that end, the school has established a planning team and working groups of educators and
administrators to design a comprehensive re-entry strategy that allows for flexibility and transparency,
while creating a space for transformative education. Whether on-campus, virtual or hybrid, Saint
Francis will continue to develop students spiritually, intellectually and socially as they progress in
their attainment of graduation outcomes

• A person of faith who imparts Holy Cross values in the Catholic tradition
• An intrinsically motivated scholar who pursues lifelong learning
• An engaged individual who demonstrates personal and social responsibility
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OUR

guiding principles
FOR THIS WORK

Physical and social-emotional health and safety
We hold the health of our students, educators, and the school community in the highest regard.
The return to school requires modifications to the campus and social behaviors to prevent the
transmission of COVID-19. We will also expand our work in the social-emotional education of our
students and wellness of our community.

Access, flexibility, and predictability
We commit to providing all students with equitable access to learning and appropriate support for
their individual learning needs. We also recognize the importance of providing flexibility given the
scope of change students and families are experiencing in addition to the need for an element of
predictability. The school will regularly communicate its monitoring of conditions and our adaptive
response plans.

Connection, community, and spiritual formation
We value relationships and recognize that connectedness results in greater learning outcomes and
improved mental health. We are working to re-envision and create curricular and co-curricular
opportunities for students to form them with God, with each other, with their educators, and with
the broader community in service of justice.

Engagement, relevancy, and creativity
We invite students to participate in meaningful learning and assessment that harnesses their
creativity and critical thinking, calls on them to dialogue and lead, and sparks joy and instills
passion. As an academic institution rooted in the Holy Cross tradition and Jesus’ teachings, we
will continue to provide the academic environment to equip students for future scholarship,
with a focus on social justice and anti-bias curriculum.

Hope and action
Ave crux, spes unica. The hope we place in the cross can bring resurrection and transformation. We
are Holy Cross leaders with hope to bring -- as educators and as parents. We will instill that hope
in our students and model transformative action in our commitment to fostering an anti-oppressive
school culture.
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Our Assumptions
• State and county health guidelines will continue to inform all plans for reopening and
continuity of education. To ensure the health and well-being of our students, educators,
and the school community, Saint Francis will meet and exceed those guidelines.

• Our campus, campus use, and social habits will require vigilant adherence to specific
safety and hygiene protocols. This will include physical distancing, daily health screenings,
use of masks, smaller class sizes, and frequent disinfecting of classrooms.

A trauma-informed start of the year
to welcome and connect freshmen
and to welcome our returning
students back at school through
healing-centered engagement
More synchronous class
instruction to provide support
for all student learning needs,
opportunities for relationship
building, and engagement in
anti-bias curriculum

Visible, active commitment to the
identified Social Justice, Equity,
and Inclusion goals to create an
anti-oppressive institution

What you
can expect

Freshman and sophomore
SEL advisory to foster students
growth in skills related to social
engagement, healthy relationships,
self management, thoughtful
decision making, and self awareness

Regular academic collaboration
and appropriate resource supports
to give students time to build
relationships with educators and
seek out the assistance they need
Intentional faith formation
and service learning, led in
partnership by Religious
Studies and Campus Ministry

Ongoing academic,
social-emotional, and college
counseling support services and
parent programming

Saint Francis will maintain key dates,
including the beginning and
end of school and holidays

Dedicated opportunities for meaningful
co-curricular involvement through student
club activities and athletics
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Decision
TREE
We are preparing to support students with a hybrid model that combines virtual and
in-person learning, and we know that some families may not be comfortable with their
child(ren) returning initially. We will be flexible in accommodating those needs and ask
families to consider these scenarios.

Santa Clara County has a shelter-in-place order
that prevents schools from opening.

YES

NO
The school can meet or
exceed CDC and Santa Clara county
guidelines for public health in schools
while still providing a Holy Cross
educational experience.

Virtual
Saint Francis

As a family, you are
comfortable with your
student returning to campus

NO

YES
Hybrid Model

Social distancing requirements removed fully

YES
Campus Reopens Fully
S A I N T F R A N C I S H I G H S C H O O L , M O U N TA I N V I E W
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COVID Decision Tree
CASE 1

What to do if you are a close contact to a COVID positive Person
A close contact is someone who was within 6 feet of the infected person for at least 15
minutes at any time beginning 2 days before the infected person had symptoms or tested
positive. Close contacts include people who had 15 minutes of continuous contact with the
infected person, as well as people who had repeated short-duration interactions with the
infected person within 24 hours.
1. Contact the COVID Response Team school administrators
• Ray Hisatake — rayhisatake@sfhs.com
• Kathryn Miller — kathrynmiller@sfhs.com
2. Follow Close Contact diagram below

CLOSE CONTACT
COVID-19 symptoms: YES or No
Close contact: No

Quarantine immediately
while awaiting test results

Symptoms

COVID test
around 7 days after
exposure*

Isolate and
COVID test
immediately*

Negative
Positive

No

Yes

Quarantine for
14 days from
last exposure**

Negative

Isolate for at least 10 days
and at least 24 hours after fever resolution
and improvement in other symptoms

Positive

* If test earlier than 7 days after last exposure to case, testing should be repeated test towards the end
of the quarantine period.
** No note needed to return to school/work after required isolation and quarantine completed.

FAQ
1. You must complete a full 14 day quarantine as a close contact, even if you have a
negative COVID test.
a. You cannot come to campus until full quarantine is completed.
2. If you live in the household of a covid positive person, your 14 day quarantine starts
at the end of their 10 day isolation period = 24 days total.
3. If you are not symptomatic, wait until 7 days after exposure to get a COVID test.
4. If you are symptomatic, get a COVID test right away.
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CASE 2

What to do if you feel sick (COVID Related or Not)
1. Have you felt the following COVID related symptoms?
• Fatigue
• Sore Throat
• Muscle or body aches • Nausea, Vomiting or diarrhea
• Headache
• Fever or Chills

• Cough
• Loss of Taste or Smell
• Shortness of breath or
difﬁculty breathing
2. Follow the Symptomatic diagram below, if you have had any of the symptoms above
within the last 3 days that are new and unexplained

SYMPTOMATIC

Isolate immediately while
awaiting test results

COVID-19 symptoms: YES
Close contact: No

COVID test
immediately^
Negative

Return toschool/work 24 hrs
after fever resolution and
improvement in other symptoms ^^

Positive

Isolate for at least 10 days and at
least 24 hours after fever
resolution and improvement in
other symptoms ^^^

^ If not tested, needs to follow instructions for positive case.
^^ Requires a negative test or a doctor’s note explaining why no test is indicated (alternate explanation
for symptoms).
^^^ No note required.

If you test positive for COVID
Contact the COVID Response Team school administrators
• Ray Hisatake — rayhisatake@sfhs.com
• Kathryn Miller — kathrynmiller@sfhs.com

FAQ
1. You may not return to campus until you have completed a full 10 day isolation or go 24
hours without a fever and lessening symptoms (whichever is LONGER) if you test positive
for Covid.
2. If you have Covid related symptoms but do not take a test, the school must treat this as
a positive test and will follow the 10 day isolation rules.
3. If you test negative, you may return to school only with proof of a negative test or a
physician’s note.
4. If you test positive and have completed the isolation period you do not have to give a
note to the school.
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SAINT FRANCIS

reopening
SCENARIOS

In any scenario, Saint Francis is committed to an educational experience that:

• Motivates and engages students in their learning for social justice, while fostering
community and connection

• Provides equitable access to learning for all students, serving their diverse learning needs
• Meaningfully assesses student learning and encourages feedback-driven growth
• Responds flexibly to the academic and personal demands being placed on students and
families in this unique time

Summer professional development for Saint Francis educators centers on these core areas, as well
as on our ongoing and accelerated work on anti-bias, anti-oppressive curriculum.

1

Hybrid

SAINT FRANCIS EXPERIENCE

This weekly model blends synchronous, in-person instruction with engaging virtual learning on
days students are at home so that students can engage in meaningful learning and build valuable
social connections.
What you can expect:

• Synchronous, in-person instruction
• Virtual learning
• Students will login via Zoom to the live classroom on days when they are assigned to be at
home. Students choosing a fully virtual option will login daily to their classes via Zoom.

• Academic collaboration will occur in the virtual space on Wednesdays.
• Co-curricular activities will leverage the virtual space and in-person interactions,
guidelines permitting.

Arrival

ON CAMPUS

Students will complete their Work Watch survey daily, and will scan their QR code when they arrive
at a designated kiosk. Students may use their phones, iPads or printed paper to present the QR code.
There will be iPads to check students in at the following locations:
1. The ticket purchasing window in the PAC
2. Four stations at the front entrance of the 100 building
3. The Walk of Fame in Burns Pavilion
4. The Sobrato Commons
5. Two stations at the 600 parking lot archway.
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Arrival times on Campus:
Freshman and Sophomores should arrive between 7:15-7:45 a.m. and Juniors and Seniors should
arrive between 7:45-8:15 a.m. Students who have their first class in the 400/500/600 building
should be dropped off in the 600 lot and students who have their first class in 100/200/300 buildings
should be dropped off in front of the school.
Students will move to a designated section of the quad, divided by grade level, following check-in.
In order to maintain appropriate distancing, we will have clearly marked areas for students to stand
six feet apart from one another.
Traffic Flow on Campus:
Arrow markers highlight the traffic flow in each building. Even numbered classrooms will be dismissed
five minutes early on Mondays and Fridays and odd numbered classrooms will leave at the bell on
those days. On Tuesdays and Thursdays, odd numbered classrooms will be dismissed five minutes early
with even numbered classrooms leaving at the bell. There will be visuals posted for our students
and educators to refer to, and we will continue to reinforce the daily rotation for students each day.
100 Building:
Students who have class in the rooms 101, 102 and 106 will enter and exit from the 300 parking
lot side. Students who have class in rooms 103, 107 and 108 will enter and exit from the quad
entrance (middle doors). Students who have class in rooms 109, 110 and 111 will enter and exit from
the 200 patio side doors.
200 Building:
Students who have class in rooms 201, 203, 205 and 207 will enter and exit those classrooms
directly from the quad doors. Students who have class in rooms 200, 202, 204 and 206 will enter
the building through the Sobrato Commons patio doors and will exit out the back doors of the
classroom facing Andre House.
300 Building:
Students who have class in Rooms 300-303 will enter and exit the building from the 300 parking
lot side. Students who have class in rooms 304, 305, and 307 will enter and exit through the middle
entrance from the quad. Students who have classes in room 309, 311 and 313 will enter and exit
at the rear entrance by the boys restroom.
400/500 Building:
Students that have class in room 401 will enter/exit as they normally would. Students with class in
402 and 403 will enter and exit from the rear ramp near the track. Students who have class in the
rooms 421-423, 521 and 522 will enter from the stairs on the front side of the 500 building. Students
who have class in rooms 523-527 will enter/exit from the rear steps by room 507.
600 Building:
Students who have class in 623-626 will enter/exit from the 600 stairwell by the elevator. Students
who have class in 619-622 will enter/exit the rear stairwell near room 601.

S A I N T F R A N C I S H I G H S C H O O L , M O U N TA I N V I E W
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Isolation Rooms:
The isolation room will be housed in the Dean of Faculty’s former office. This is to have a secure
space on campus for an individual to use while being isolated in the event of showing symptoms
while on campus.
Lunch Service:
Lunch will be served from 5 points of sale at the following locations which will be assigned by
grade level and located next to each grade level’s assigned area of the quad:
1. The patio steps of the Malcolm Center (2)
2. The snack window of Malcolm (1)
3. The patio steps of Sobrato (1)
4. The Walk of Fame (1)
The menu will be limited with 1-2 options daily including vegetarian. The menu will be posted to
families weekly, and all transactions will be touchless.
Outdoor Seating:
When the current construction is done, outdoor seating arrangements will be adjusted to
accommodate social distancing. We will have tents with round tables that can seat two persons
per table. We will also use our existing lunch tables for seating as well as outdoor covered spaces.
Lunch prefects will help supervise lunch in the quad and around campus. There will be at least seven
adults (including the Deans) responsible for supervision. We will also have assigned supervision in
the quad before and after school.
Students not seated at a table should sit on a designated marker in the quad to ensure proper
distancing at lunch.

2

Virtual

SAINT FRANCIS EXPERIENCE

In the event that health conditions do not allow us to be on campus, Saint Francis will offer full
virtual school. In this model students will attend synchronous (live) classes online and complete
asynchronous (accessible anytime) learning, maximizing synchronous time for instruction and
connection. Students will engage and participate in the community through co-curriculars,
social-emotional learning and faith formation. When the school transitions to the hybrid model,
there may be times when students will shift into the virtual model during a shortened holiday
week or based on health and safety guidelines.
What you can expect:

• Continuance of learning targets and graduation outcomes, while adapting to students’
diverse learning needs.

• A virtual schedule offering more predictable synchronous class meetings and emphasizing connectivity between students and with educators.

• Continued reliance on Schoology and Zoom as primary platforms for equitable access to
instruction, collaboration, and learning.

• Creative forms of assessment, allowing students to demonstrate what they know and can do.
• Plans in place for a seamless shift from virtual learning to the hybrid model (Scenario 1) when
conditions allow.
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Daily On-Campus

SAINT FRANCIS EXPERIENCE

When health guidelines allow us to return to campus and maintain our standard class sizes,
Saint Francis will resume on-campus instruction for everyone daily, continuing to foster student
growth toward graduation outcomes across intellectual, social and spiritual goals. In this model
the school will resume the Brown and Gold day calendar.
What you can expect:

• Daily on-campus instruction and collaboration.
• Retention of health and hygiene protocols as needed to comply with county guidelines
and maximize student and educator safety.

• Modification of programs and events to comply with any remaining size limits on gatherings.
• Integration of best practices and learning from hybrid and virtual experiences to innovate
and improve upon student learning goals and modern Holy Cross education.

• Seamless move to hybrid or virtual when warranted.

Safety

MEASURES and MODIFICATIONS
Saint Francis has implemented health and hygiene protocols in accordance with local, state, and
federal requirements to maximize the safety of on-campus instruction.
Wellness checks and hygiene
protocols; use of masks at
all times, both indoors and
outdoors
Frequent sanitization and
deep cleaning
Physical distancing and
enforcement: reduced class
sizes, traffic patterns and
modifications to the use of
spaces

Modifications to programs and
events to comply with county
recommendations and
requirements

Restricted campus access for
parents and visitors

Continued use of virtual
platforms to reduce numbers
of people present at a time

Flexible attendance policies

S A I N T F R A N C I S H I G H S C H O O L , M O U N TA I N V I E W
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REOPENING PLANNING TEAM
Transparency and flexibility are paramount in this process, and we are here to answer any
questions you may have about how we are serving you and your student.

Jason Curtis

Katie Teekell

Meighan Friedsam

Maggi Knochenhauer

Lesley Shortal

Hector Camacho

Larry Steinke

Tim Houlihan

Sue Reyneri

Ray Hisatake

Kathryn Miller

Scott Heinrichson

Lara Acedillo

Elisa Cauchi

President
jasoncurtis@sfhs.com

Dean of Faculty
meighanfriedsam@sfhs.com

Educational Technologist
lesleyshortal@sfhs.com

Director of Technology
larrysteinke@sfhs.com

Chirf Financial Officer
suereyneri@sfhs.com

Assistant Dean
kathrynmiller@sfhs.com

Assistant Athletic Trainer
laraacedillo@sfhs.com

Principal
katieteekell@sfhs.com

Director of Academics
maggiknochenhauer@sfhs.com

Director of Guidance & College Counseling
hectorcamacho@sfhs.com

Director of Planning & Facilities
timhoulihan@sfhs.com

Dean of Students
rayhisatake@sfhs.com

Head Athletic Trainer
scottheinrichson@sfhs.com

HR Manager
elisacauchi@sfhs.com

For the most up to date information, visit our Covid-19 Resources page at sfhs.com/covid19.
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